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Ortogonal multiple plane transformation needs the pass over from the ols system to the new one this has to be 
besed on a minimum 4 common points, that have coordinates in both systems, uniformly disposed on the surface and 
related to the transcomputed points. The method’s base is the same used in the case of Helmert transformation with the 
difference of the system’s spining is made around the gravity point of the network, not around the actual system origin.  
 







Generally, the coordinate transformations of a 
point group, or a whole network, involve an 
appreciable amount of computations.  
Practically, the problem is solved with the help 
of electronic computers and on the basis of appropriate 
programs.  
Finally, for a complete transformation of 
coordinates by GPS processing and cartographic 
system local points should be the following steps:  
1. Cartesian coordinates of all points obtained from 
GPS processing turns to B, L, h ellipsoidal 
coordinates. 
2. Ellipsoid coordinates become coordinated 
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These coordinates will constitute the "particular 
coordinate system". 
For common points, through a two-dimensional 
transformation will be calculated the corresponding 
transcalculation parameters.  
With such calculated parameters are 




2. Material and Method 
 
 
The case study on multiple outline orthogonal 
transformation through Lazzarini method was 
performed in 5 points of the triangulation network to 
related of Bistrita county.  
Thus were taken into study the following points 
Maliniş, Pinticu Est, Dealul Poieniţei, Dealul Rotund 
şi Uila Vest (Fig. 1).  
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Figure 1. GPS network 
 
 
I. Processing the GPS network (Tables 1, 2) - 
The transformation of geographical coordinates to 





Table 1. Processing the GPS network 
Name of the Geographical coordinates Planar coordinates in the local system 
point X Y x [ m] y [m] 
Malinis 101 
N 46 ° 59 
'03.14385' ' 
E 24 ° 42 
'30.35671' ' 609452.507 477940.435 
Pinticu Est 102 
N 46 ° 56 
'12.97457' ' 
E 24 ° 33 
'36.85341' ' 604250.728 466638.889 
Poienitei Hill 103 
N 47 ° 00 
'18.26560' ' 
E 24 ° 
31'01.8262' ' 611843.269 463407.048 
Rotunda Hill 104 
N 47 ° 01 
'21.90832' ' 
E 24 ° 42 
'41.09845' ' 613736.106 478183.039 
Uila Vest 105 
N 46 ° 56 
'05.61597' ' 
E 24 ° 35 
'46.11025' ' 604009.012 469371.371 
  
 
 Table 2. Known data 
Name of the point Local system State system 
section. Coord.initiale Coord.initiale 
  x [m] y [m] X [m] Y [m] 
Malinis 101 609452.507 477940.435 609420.8846 477821.7099 
Pinticu Est 102 604250.728 466638.889 604219.1341 466520.0616 
Poienitei Hill 103 611843.269 463407.048 611811.5768 463288.2666 
Rotunda Hill 104 613736.106 478183.039 613704.4492 478064.3266 
Uila Vest 105 604009.012 469371.371 603977.3497 469252.3534 
    70,,  STEREOWGS YXLB  
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II. 1. Calculating the center of gravity coordinates, of 
the common points, in both systems: 
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[X i]; [Y i] - sum of coordinates of 
common points in the state system; 
[X i]; [y i ] - the sum of coordinates of 
the common points in the local system; 




II. 2. Is calculated the difference between the weight 
centers and the common points in both cord systems: 
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              x 0 , y 0 - the coordinates of the origin of the 
current system after rotation around the center of 
gravity g (x g , y g ) expressed in the state system ; 
              k - the scale factor given by the base length 
ratio, expressed in the two systems; 
              a - the rotation angle of the current system 
versus the initial angle of 
To linearize the relationship (3), a variable 
change is made: 
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Introducing the corrections in (5), similarly to 
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The system (6) contains "2n" equations and 4 
unknowns (x 0 , y 0 , u, v). By noting with a, b, c, d 
the coefficients of the unknown and with lxi, lyi, the 
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Putting the minimum condition [v x + v y] = 
minimum, the correction system turns into a normal 
system of the form: 
                                                                                    
                                                                                    
  3. Results and Discussions 
 
Coefficients of normal equations are 
calculated using the calculation table (reduced 
scheme) (Table 3). 
System solving is done using the Gauss-
Doolittle scheme (Table 4). 
0 0
0
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[ ] [ ] [ ] 0
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Table 3. Calculation table 
Crt. No. of b c d it s 
1 1 0 794.2057439 -6832.3663 -825.8281146 -6,862.988671 
2 1 0 -4,407.544809 4469.28202 4375.950885 4438.688097 
3 1 0 3184.897942 7701.07705 - 3216.590115 7670.384878 
4 1 0 5077.770334 
-
7,074.983017 -5,109.427115 -7,105.639798 
5 1 0 -4,649.329211 1736.990247 4617.666885 1706.327921 
6 0 1 6832.3663 -794.2057439 -6,951.091392 -911.9308364 
7 0 1 -4,469.28202 4407.544809 4350.454608 4289.717396 
8 0 1 -7,701.07705 
-
3,184.897942 7582.295608 -3,302.679385 
9 0 1 7074.983017 
-
5,077.770334 -7,193.695392 -5,195.482709 
10 0 1 -1,736.990247 4649.329211 1617.972608 4531.311572 
[] 5 5 2.91038E-10 -2.91038E-10 -752.2915347 -742.2915347 
  5 0 2.32831E-10 -5.82077E-11 -158.2275731 -153.2275731 
    5 5.82077E-11 -2.32831E-10 -594.0639616 -589.0639616 
      256,635,621.2 
-
89,197,398.49 -256,634,468.4 -89,196,245.77 
        256,635,621.2 89,195,465.9 256,633,688.6 
          256,708,905.4 89,269,150.55 
            256,705,851.1 
 
Table 4. Gauss-Doolitle Scheme 
  a] b] c] d] it] s] 
  5 0 2.32831E-10 -5.82077E-11 -158.2275731 -153.2275731 
  -1 0 -4.65661E-11 1.16415E-11 31.64551462 30.64551462 
xo 31.64551462 5 5.82077E-11 -2.32831E-10 -594.0639616 -589.0639616 
    0 0 0 0 0 
    5 5.82077E-11 -2.32831E-10 -594.0639616 -589.0639616 
    -1 -1.16415E-11 4.65661E-11 118.8127923 117.8127923 







      -1.0842E-20 2.71051E-21 7.36805E-09 7.13521E-09 
      -6.77626E-22 2.71051E-21 6.91581E-09 6.85761E-09 







      -1 0.347564372 0.999995508 0.34755988 
    u = 0.999997868 256,635,621.2 89,195,465.9 256,633,688.6 
        -6.77626E-22 -1.84201E-09 -1.7838E-09 
        -1.0842E-20 -2.76633E-08 -2.74304E-08 







        225,633,783.4 -1,531.945358 225,632,251.4 
        -1 0.00001 -0.99999321 
      v = 0.00001 256,708,905.4 89,269,150.55 
          -5,007.192978 
-
4,848.965405 
          -70,582.3981 
-
69,988.33414 






          -0.010401176 1531.934957 
        PVV 0.051138653 0.051138683 
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Calculation of average square error 
m 0 (standard deviation) given by the relationship   
                                                                                                              
m0 = 0.056534643 
 
Errors of unknowns are calculated with the 
relationships: 
 
mx0 = 0.025283061 
my0 = 0.025283061 
mu = 0.000147311 
mv = 0.000004 
 
Knowing the transcalculation coefficients, 
with the relations (5), it is possible to calculate the 
coordinates of any point P i, which does not belong to 
the basic points of the transcalculation, from the 
current system to the initial one. 
The estimation of the accuracy of the 
transformation of the coordinates from one system to 
another is done by means of the mean square 
error 0 given by the relation: 
 

















                                          (12) 
 
The transcaling coefficients obtained are 
(Tables 5, and 6): 
 
Table 5. Transcaling coefficients 
 
xo 31.6455146 
yo = 118.812792 
k = 0.99999787 
α = 0.00001 
Table 6. Transcaling coefficients 
Name of Definite coordinates Initial coordinates 
DX [m] DY [m] point X [m] Y [m] x [m] y [m] 
Malinis 101 609452.5301 477940.5227 609452.507 477940.435 0.023143891 0.087699869 
Pinticu Est 102 604250.7796 466638.8744 604250.728 466638.889 0.05159145 
-
0.014619856 
Poienitei Hill 103 611843.2223 463407.0793 611843.269 463407.048 -0.04665779 0.031349736 
Rotunda Hill 104 613736.0947 478183.1394 613736.106 478183.039 -0.01126625 0.100417213 
Uila Vest 105 604008.9952 469371.1662 604009.012 469371.371 -0.0168113 -0.20484696 
  
4. Conclusions  
 
In a complete transformation of the 
coordinates in a GPS network 
using the multiple orthogonal transformation of the  
plan, the following steps should be taken: 
1. Cartesian coordinates of all points obtained 
from GPS processing are transformed into ellipsoidal 
coordinates, B, L, h. 
2. Ellipsoidal coordinates are converted to 
cartographic coordinates corresponding to the 
projection used in the state coordinate system. These 
coordinates will represent the "particular coordinate 
system". 
3. For common points, through a multi-plane 
orthogonal transformation, the corresponding 
transcalculation parameters are calculated. 
4. With the parameters thus calculated, the 
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